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“LiA has really empowered our staff” says Chief Executive, Kathryn Singh

“I joined Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS Foundation Trust (RDaSH) as we were about to undergo a Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection in 
2015. The inspection found that we ‘Required Improvement’. Not long afterwards, we adopted the Listening into Action (LiA) approach and, in that time, we 
have seen a real cultural change across our Trust. LiA has allowed our 4,000 staff to really think about how they can improve the services they offer to our 
patients and work with them to make them even better.

Our staff have always put patients at the heart of what they do, but embracing the LiA approach has allowed them to take greater ownership and have more of 
a say in how they can improve patient care on the frontline and where they deliver this care. The results are really starting to shine through.

At the beginning of our journey, we signed up ten teams to pioneer the LiA way of working. The teams worked through the intuitive 7 Step process over 20 
weeks to take their ideas on improvement and enhancement and turn them into reality. They then showcased their amazing stories and results at a high profile 
LiA Pass it On event. New teams who were keen to get started themselves came to the event to hear about their successes and picked up the baton for 
themselves. The event made me really proud to be the Chief Executive of our organisation.

We ran the LiA Pulse Check at the start of our journey – 15 simple questions to get a snapshot view of how engaged and valued people feel – and more than a 
thousand staff responded. Our results were already very good compared to many Trusts, so we started from a strong baseline. Nine months on, following our 
first big round of LiA adoption, I am delighted that we have seen a positive uplift in 14 out of the 15 questions. This very fast improvement – alongside the 
wealth of stories and results we are seeing – is all we need to spur us on and take this to the next level in 2017 and beyond.    

Last week we were over the moon to be scored ‘Good’ in our latest CQC Inspection. I couldn’t be more proud of our staff. 

Our LiA journey has been great so far and we’ve only just started. Here’s to our journey continuing and to the excellent progress it 
will allow our staff to make resulting in even better care for our patients and their carers. LiA has really empowered our staff, breaking 
down the barriers which used to stop their excellent ideas from progressing.”
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“LiA is like the wind, you can’t see it – but you can feel it everywhere and see the visible impact it has”

Alison Lancaster, Head of All Age Services, Doncaster Care Group

“The power of LiA is that is empowers staff to take charge and own their own challenges and facilitate changes. The stories from the first 20 
teams show how much can be achieved in a short space of time – change that is meaningful for patients and staff. If people are just given 
permission to think big, then they do and then they draw in other people to make it happen. It grows itself!”

Beth Sidaway, Senior Occupational Therapist

“We have always done great work with our patients, but so often this work is done in isolation. Great ideas have been lost along the way 
because people were not able to share them. I feel like LiA has brought all of us together and we have worked towards a common goal as 
one big team. People now feel valued and proud of their achievements.” 

Julie Hall, Complex Care Practitioner

“LiA has galvanised our staff to think about how they themselves can make a difference. They have been enabled and supported to get on 
and do this, and have been able to see the changes in quickly which is what should happen. This is the first time I have really seen this in 
action.”

Dr Deborah Wildgoose, Director of Nursing and Quality

“It is a privilege to work with truly engaged staff at all levels and to be able to genuinely engage with patients, carers and voluntary 
organisations to co-produce our Patient and Public Experience and Engagement strategy. LiA has enabled this to happen. LiA is like the 
wind, you can’t see it – but you can feel it everywhere and see the visible impact it has.” 

Christina Harrison, Care Group Director for Children and Young People’s Services

“LiA has allowed teams to share their ideas and remove the barriers which caused frustration. The approach is so simple and yet so 
effective. We are now able to shape meaningful change in a set timescale and celebrate our success.“

Dr Elizabeth Barron, Consultant Psychiatrist

“The really good thing has been the way in which everyone has been able to contribute to a shared goal with their ideas all having equal 
consideration. The hierarchy of ideas has been linked with achievability and realistic aims regardless of whose idea it was.”
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Kathryn Smart, Non-Executive Director

“I’ve been a huge fan of LiA since attending the LiA Big Conversations at the beginning, listening to ideas, suggestions and opinions from all 
types of staff, and seeing the tangible actions which have resulted. It provides staff-based solutions across a huge range of areas. I am 
impressed at the energy, co-production and positive attitude which LiA brings along with it.”

Neil Firbank, Agile Case Manager, Aspire

“Through our LiA journey I felt it empowered me as an individual, our team as a collective and the mentors themselves to become a much 
more valued part of the decision making within our service. I have worked within the NHS for various Trusts over the last 12 years and only 
with LiA have I actually felt really involved and seen that involvement come to fruition.”

Rosie Johnson, Director of Workforce, Organisational Development and Corporate Affairs

“I have seen lots of positive outcomes from the work associated with LiA. I have always recognised and understood the importance of 
listening to different perspectives – particularly that of our staff and those who access our services – to improve their experience of our 
services and of RDaSH as an employer." 

Andrew Heighton, Associate Medical Director

“LiA captured my imagination as a way of harnessing the energy available within the workforce to make things better, by growing the 
confidence and authority in the people delivering the service; promoting leadership through giving permission to act; by developing 
resilience and problem- solving skills; and by promoting common-sense.” 

Lawson Pater, Trust Chairman

“LiA is making a significant difference, I’m confident it will be a lasting difference because it empowers our fantastic staff to get things done, 
to build their own new networks and teams, to challenge existing thinking, to bring in new thinking from other places or functions. It does 
this through a process which makes it easier to make a difference for patients and service users.”

Roz Morris, Transformation Programme Manager for Children and Young People’s Services

“It has been a pleasure using LiA to work alongside colleagues who openly and honestly recognised problems for families waiting for 
assessment and achieved their mission, most importantly improved patient care, they truly are inspirational.”

“LiA captured my imagination as a way of harnessing the energy available within the workforce”
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Associate Medical Director says “I haven’t felt so inspired in years” 
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Dr Ray Travers, Associate Medical Director

“I love Christmas markets. The atmosphere, the hustle and bustle, the excitement, the crowds! The LiA Pass It On event was just such an 
experience for me. On second thoughts it was even better… like shopping in a souk in Marrakech, or maybe even winning the lottery! To me LiA 

is all about engaging staff, releasing their potential, encouraging them to apply their expertise to solve problems, to innovate, to get the best 
deal for their patients. Walking around the stalls at the LiA Pass It On event was exhilarating. The pride and enthusiasm, the joy and sincerity, 

the detail and the ambitions that were all on display was intoxicating. I haven’t felt so inspired in years and all of this creative energy and 
clinical commitment coming from within my organisation! I left humbled and profoundly moved.” 



RDaSH stories to be published nationally in 2017 Issue of  ‘The Best Medicine: 100 Powerful Stories of 
Staff-Led Change from the 5th Biggest Employer in the World’
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Better for organisationBetter for staffBetter for patients

Delivering demonstrably better outcomes for our patients, staff and our Trust (here are just a few 
examples from many)

Huge 65% reduction in 
waiting time for School 

Nurse service

A change in the Trust 
Constitution allows 

supportive ex-service user 
to become a governor

Development of enhanced 
peer mentor programme 

improves patient care and 
helps 7 volunteer mentors 

gain paid employment 

Decrease of 6.5% in ADHD 
and 17% in ASD wait times 
for children in Rotherham 

Changes in provision of 
service results in 87% 

increase in referral rates to 
mental health Recovery 

College services

Introduction of ‘Active 
Kids’ activity programmes, 

with positive feedback 
from over 40 children and 

teachers

Medication optimisation 
results in up to 30% 

reduction in anti-psychotic 
prescriptions in North 

Lincolnshire

Introduction of flexible 
visiting hours in certain 

inpatient areas

Designated health & 
wellbeing champion for 

staff

Change in supervision 
arrangements for staff. 

Well attended new ‘hour of 
power’ for training and skill 

sharing 

Use of ‘virtual meetings’ 
releases capacity and 
reduces costs (in one 

meeting by over £15k per 
year)

Improved recruitment, 
reduction in sickness and 
agency spend, results in 
increased consistency of 

staff for patients

Improved electronic 
process to  manage end of 

employment - reduces 
unused email accounts and 

frees up server space

‘Drive through’ collection 
service frees up valuable  

time for  district nurses and 
community health staff

Introduction of GEM (Going 
the Extra Mile) awards 

making staff feel proud of 
their achievements 

Staff feeling more valued 
and morale improved - key 
areas have seen a 5%-7%  
reduction in staff sickness 

rates 

Introduction of Skype & 
Instant Messenger  

provides better 
connectivity – saves one 

manger £4k and 100 hrs PA

Email accounts introduced 
for volunteers & peer 

support (making them feel 
valued and part of Trust) 

Fantastic feedback from 
Consultant Psychiatrists in 
the Trust in terms of being 
engaged in service change

Extra placement 
opportunities created for  

112 student nurses per 
year looking at career in 

RDaSH

Better engagement with 
GPs – requesting more LiA 

Big Conversations

Carers’ Corner introduced 
on several wards offers 

help and support to those 
caring for family members

More than 100 patients 
involved in co–production 

of  patient and public 
engagement strategy

Improved links with local 
universities – new student 

nurse intake spend a day at 
the Trust learning about 
Mental Health nursing   

Introduction of 
‘therapeutic pets’, ‘ A job 

well done’ and arts groups 
in Rotherham inpatient 
Rehabilitation services

Improved connections with 
families in CAMHS service 

by exploring feedback 
differently – results in 60% 

reduction in complaints

RDaSH moves from 
‘requires improvement’ to 

‘good’ in our latest CQC 
report 

Sustainable, clinician 
designed models of short 

term therapeutic 
intervention introduced & 
chosen by commissioners

Reduction in agency staff 
use in certain high use 

areas

Social Media restrictions 
lifted, team Twitter 

accounts created - 2500 + 
followers, increased 

enquiries to work at Trust

Improved partnership with  
local Healthwatch. 

Holding  patient 
engagement events with us 
and LiA Big Conversations

Recruiting over-
establishment for certain 
high pressure areas and 

disciplines to ensure 
consistent services

LiA work has resulted in a 
publication, conference 

presentation and opened 
up opportunities for 

research 

More aligned prescribing 
practices to local GP 

formulary in some areas

Improved recovery 
discharge pathways in 

North Lincolnshire reduces 
workloads & enables 

concentration in key areas
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Domestic team feel 
empowered to raise ideas 

for changes in their 
working practices - saving 

£35K with no job losses



The start of a transformational shift in staff morale and motivation is already evidenced – within months –
in our LiA Pulse Check® in 2016

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

May-16 70% 57% 54% 38% 48% 74% 60% 59% 65% 41% 70% 56% 48% 48% 54%

Dec-16 70% 62% 58% 39% 51% 76% 63% 65% 71% 46% 72% 61% 52% 49% 56%
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LiA Pulse Check® Questions

LiA Pulse Check® Results – RDaSH

May-16 Dec-16Notes:
Responses: 1050 May 2016, 1086 Dec 2016
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0%
1. I feel happy and supported 

working in my 
team/department/service

2. Our organisational culture 
encourages me to contribute

to changes that affect my 
team/department/service

5%+

3. Managers and leaders 
seek my views about how we 

can improve our services
4%+

4. Day-to-day issues and 
frustrations that get in our 
way are quickly identified 

and resolved

1%+

5. I feel that our organisation 
communicates clearly with 

staff about its priorities and 
goals

3%+

2%
6. I believe we are providing 

high quality services to our 
patients/service users

+

7. I feel valued for the 
contribution I make and the 

work I do
3%+

8. I would recommend our 
Trust to my family and 

friends
6%+

9. I understand how my role 
contributes to the wider 

organisational vision
6%+

10. Communication between 
senior management and staff 

is effective
5%+

11. I feel that the quality and 
safety of patient care is our 

organisation's top priority

12. I feel able to prioritise 
patient care over other work 

13. Our organisational 
structures and processes 

support and enable me to do 
my job well

14. Our work environment, 
facilities and systems enable 

me to do my job well

15. This organisation 
supports me to develop and 

grow in my role

2%+

5%

4%+

1%+

2%+

+

Responses: 1050 May 2016, 1086 Dec 2016
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The start of a transformational shift in staff morale and motivation is already evidenced – within months –
in our LiA Pulse Check® in 2016 – percentage point shifts



Building leadership capacity and capability to ‘change the way we do change‘ – LiA Leadership Scorecard 
results have already shifted from ‘green and red’ to ‘all green’ in just 6 months!
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Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS FT - RDASH Leadership Scorecard May 2016 (41 responses) 
Respondents: Executive Team, Sponsors, Triumvirate Leads

1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree

Navigation 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of management 3.5

2 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of employees 2.7

3 Management prioritises the use of resources 3.4

4 Change initiatives work together (left hand knows what the right hand is doing) 2.7

5 Costs and benefits of all projects are managed as a whole 2.8

15.1

Leadership 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Serve as effective role models for desired behaviour 3.8

2 Are strong sponsors of change 4.0

3 Hold managers and supervisors accountable for contribution to successful change 3.6

4 Provide coaching and counselling related to change leadership 3.2

5 Effectively communicate about change (reasons for, benefits, strategies) 3.3

17.9

Ownership - People affected by change: 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Are involved in the process in a meaningful way 3.1

2 Believe their ideas and concerns are being heard and responded to 2.8

3 Understand the need for change 3.3

4 Believe the change is positive for the organisation 3.2

5 Receive effective communication (timely, relevant, honest) 3.0

15.4

Enablement 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Organisational processes are redesigned to eliminate non-value added activities 2.5

2 Organisation structures are designed to fit future needs 2.9

3 Competencies for the 'new' organisation are being identified 3.2

4 Training supports new skill and behavioural requirements 2.9

5 Performance management and reward systems are redesigned to fit the new organisation 2.5

14

Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS FT - RDASH Leadership Scorecard Nov 2016 (37 responses) 
Respondents: Leadership Team

1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree

Navigation 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of management 4.1

2 Different change initiatives are integrated in the minds of employees 3.5

3 Management prioritises the use of resources 3.8

4 Change initiatives work together (left hand knows what the right hand is doing) 3.4

5 Costs and benefits of all projects are managed as a whole 3.4

18.2

Leadership 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Serve as effective role models for desired behaviour 4.3

2 Are strong sponsors of change 4.4

3 Hold managers and supervisors accountable for contribution to successful change 3.9

4 Provide coaching and counselling related to change leadership 3.7

5 Effectively communicate about change (reasons for, benefits, strategies) 3.8

20.1

Ownership - People affected by change: 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Are involved in the process in a meaningful way 3.9

2 Believe their ideas and concerns are being heard and responded to 3.7

3 Understand the need for change 3.8

4 Believe the change is positive for the organisation 3.5

5 Receive effective communication (timely, relevant, honest) 3.6

18.5

Enablement 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 Organisational processes are redesigned to eliminate non-value added activities 3.6

2 Organisation structures are designed to fit future needs 3.9

3 Competencies for the 'new' organisation are being identified 3.8

4 Training supports new skill and behavioural requirements 3.6

5 Performance management and reward systems are redesigned to fit the new organisation 3.4

18.3



For more information about Listening into Action (LiA)

Hannah Forbes
Founding Director of 
Optimise Limited and joint architect 
of Listening into Action (LiA)® 

hforbes@optimiselimited.co.uk
07734 812644

Gordon Forbes
Founding Director of 
Optimise Limited and joint architect 
of Listening into Action (LiA)®

gforbes@optimiselimited.co.uk
07734 812311

Quotes from LiA Trusts

“A powerful force for cultural change”
Alwen Williams, CEO at Barts Health NHS Trust

“Our staff feel energised and empowered by the LiA approach”
Judith Graham, Queen’s Nurse and Advanced Nurse Consultant 

“This is real staff engagement. It feels different. It feels punchy. It feels great.”
Dr Esther Waterhouse, Consultant in Palliative Medicine

“The LiA ‘Pass It On’ events have the best days in my NHS career” 
John  Goulston, CEO at Croydon Health Services

“LiA is clever in its simplicity. Follow the formula, involve everyone, share your successes and 
enjoy the culture shift. What’s not to like?” 

Tom Johnson, Radiologist 

“LiA is helping us to make significant improvements for patients and staff at 
Europe’s oldest hospital”

Charles Knight, Consultant Cardiologist and Managing Director of St Bartholomew’s Hospital

“LiA really has developed me into the person and the nurse I am today” 
Sarah Watkins, Ward Sister

“Magic Dust”
John Adler, first NHS CEO to adopt Listening into Action (LiA)®
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